Visual cryptography encodes a secret image into n shares which are distributed to n participants. Pixel Sieve method was proposed recently to encode an image into shares, but the encryption quality is poor. In this paper an improved version of pixel sieve method is proposed to achieve more security then existing pixel sieve method. Based on cross merge and key shifting schemes, the proposed method generates quite noisy and highly secure encrypted images. The simulation shows that the quality of the encrypted images observably better than existing pixel sieve method.
INTRODUCTION
Information security is one of the most important issues in growing information technology environment. We need very efficient security systems for preventing confidential information from being accessed by unauthorized persons. As computing power becoming more and more faster our older cryptographic systems becoming less secure because an attacker can attempt large number of random attack attempts in shorter time.
Visual cryptography [1] [2] is a simple and powerful method which can provide high security for confidential information. Concept of visual cryptography is introduced by Moni Naor and Adi Shamir in 1994 during EUROCRYPT'94. The idea is to split a message into n different pieces such that the original message is visible if any k (or more) of them are used together, but totally invisible if fewer than k pieces are used for getting the message. In this method each message is considered as an image of black and white pixels. This image is divided into n slides called transparency. Each pixel of the message appears in each transparency in a different modified version. For getting the original information from transparencies all of them are stacked together with proper alignment.
The simple example of visual cryptography is a scheme in which we split the image into two different shares. The decryption of the image will be done by overlapping the shares. When we place both the shares one over another with proper alignment, we can interpret the original image.
This method is very simple and can be used by anyone. It does not require any complex cryptographic processing. One can very easily decrypt the image just by putting one share over other.
Various other methods are also developed in which the image is divided into n shares and at least k shares are required to decrypt the image. Such methods are called k by n type methods.
Recently, various studies about visual cryptography are proposed. A.Incze has proposed a method for splitting the image into two different shares. He proposed pixel sieve method which uses a key to split the image. It is used to split a black and white image. The image is rebuilt from the shares not by overlapping, but by applying a cryptographic process using a key. The key used in this method is a binary image which contains holes like a sieve [3] .
The original image is placed over the key sieve. The pixels of the original image which are situated above the holes in the sieve go through and form one share. The remaining pixels form the other share of the image. The method is illustrated in the There are two different approaches for creating shares from the image according to advancing in the shares.
1. For each advance in the original image there is also an advance in each share, whether the pixel is added to that share or not. ( as in fig.1 ) In this method size of each share is equal to the size of the image.
2. There is an advance in the share only when a pixel is added to that share from image. In this method shares have different size and total size of both the shares is equal to the size of original image. (as in fig.2 )
Figure 2: Compressed shares by second advancing method
In second advancing method the image looks like a compressed image.
Pixel sieve method is a powerful visual cryptographic algorithm. It provides better security then older cryptographic methods, but it has some limitations which can be solved by proposed methods.
In the first advancing method each share created is equal to the size of the image. Since the first advancing method produces two shares, the total size of the shares is twice of original image. Hence this method is very costly for large size images.
While in second advancing method each preceding pixel in the share also precedes in original image just after some pixels. If there are two pixels adjacent in a share they also neighbors in the original image with some pixels in between.
The shares look such that some pixels are removed from original image and the image is compressed. The attacker can be able to percept the secure data from single share in this method.
One major drawback of original pixel sieve method is that if we use a key slightly different from the key used in encryption to decrypt the image, we still gets some of the original data which is visually perceptible.
SIEVE AND CROSS MERGE
In the following section a modified sieving method is proposed, which removes the deficiencies of both the advancing methods. In this method first we split the secret image into two parts and apply the sieving process with first advancing method on each image part. In second step we merge the shares obtained from first step and produce two encrypted image parts. In last step both encrypted parts are joined together to create the encrypted image. The encrypted image produced in this method has the size equal to original image. We can iterate this method several times to enhance the security.
A. How it works.
The idea behind this method is based on an important property of the shares obtained by first advancing method of pixel sieve. In first advancing method when first share gets a pixel from original image, second share gets an empty pixel and when a pixel is added to second share, first share gets empty pixel. Hence both shares are the complement of each other.
If we pixel-sieve two different images with same key sieve, then first share of first image is also a complement of second share of second image and first share of second image is a complement of second share of first image. Hence we can merge the first share of first image with second share of other image and vice versa. The method is illustrated in Fig. 3 : We pixel sieve both parts with same key sieve. In sieving process we get four shares Share 1of1, Share 2of1 from Part 1 and Share 1of 2, Share 2of2 from Part2. Here Share 1of1 has no data at pixel 2 and 3, while Share 2of2 has data only on pixel 2 and 3. So we can merge both of them together. In same way Share2of2 and Share1of2 can also be merged.
We get two encrypted image parts Merge1 and Merge2 by cross merging of the four shares. Merge1 and Merge2 are joined together in the last step to produce the final encrypted image. The way in which we joined the Merge1 and Merge2 is also important, because if we place them one after the other, we cannot iterate this process multiple times. If second iteration is performed on the encrypted image generated in first iteration, the original image is generated again. The merging process should be as follows:
First pixel of the encrypted image is taken from Merge1, second pixel from Merge2, third pixel again from Merge1 and so on.
The encrypted image produced in last is equal in size with original image. Hence this method does not increase the size
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of the image. Also, the encrypted image does not look like the compressed image. In this way, this method removes the problems of both advancing methods.
KEY SIEVE SHIFTING
In the original pixel sieve method each pixel of the key sieve encrypts only the corresponding pixel in the original image. Any pixel of key does not affect the encryption or decryption process of other pixels. Hence, if we use a key with some incorrect pixels to decrypt the image, only corresponding pixels will be decrypted incorrectly, while other pixels will be decrypted successfully. To remove this problem key sieve shifting method is used.
In this method we iterate the sieve and cross merge method several times with different shifted keys on the original image. We shift the key in each round of encryption process. In the decryption process the keys are used in reverse order of encryption process.
A. How it works
Shifting of the encryption key is an important part of various cryptographic algorithms. In this method the key sieve used for pixel sieving is shifted in each round. We propose a key shifting method with two steps.
In first step we circularly left shift each row of the key sieve independently. Pixels of each row are shifted n times (n is equal to the number of black pixels in that row). Each row is shifted with different amount according to the number of black pixels in that row.
In second step each column of the key is circularly up shifted independently according to the number of black pixels in that column.
After applying both the steps we get the shifted key. This shifted key is used for pixel sieving the image. In the next round this key is again shifted with the same procedure and used in pixel sieving process.
In this process the pixels of the key sieve move to different locations in each iteration of sieving process. Hence every pixel of the key sieve is involved in the encryption of the different pixel in different iterations.
If any pixel of decryption key is incorrect then the whole row and column related to that pixel decrypted incorrectly. If any pixel of decryption key is different than the number of black pixels in that row is also different and the row is shifted with different amount rather than actual required shifting. If any shifting is incorrect it affects all the later key shifting, because due to incorrect shifting of any row, each column gets incorrect pixels and hence each column is shifted incorrectly in next iteration.
Key sieve shifting method enhances the security of the pixel sieve method. This method provides security against nearly equal keys used for decryption. Another advantage of this method is that it also increases the randomness in the decrypted image. The pixels in the encrypted image are scattered more randomly then the original pixel sieve method.
TESTING THE METHOD
To test the method a small software application is written in java. This application contains minimum tools to test the both proposed schemes.
Figure 4: The application's form

A. What this application dose
An image can be loaded using the Open button for encryption.
Generate a key using Generate Key button. The key is generated randomly for testing purposes.
Key shifting can be done with Shift Key button according to the keyshifting method.
The Split button first divides the image into two parts and then pixel sieve each part in shares with the help of key.
Merge button is used to merge the shares obtained in Split phase.
B. Running the test program
First an image is loaded for encryption like in After click on Split button the four shares are generated (Fig.7 ).
Figure 7: Shares generated after splitting
In the last step click on the Merge button and the final encrypted image is generated. After iterating the encryption process just three times we get highly encrypted image. The Encrypted image has no visually perceptible information (Fig.8 ).
Figure 8: Final encrypted image
The results of testing are promising. After several test runs the conclusion is drawn that encrypted images are quite noisy and of high security.
CONCLUSION
In this paper an improved version of pixel sieve method is proposed. Applying the cross merge and key shifting schemes the proposed method prevents the pixel expansion in encrypted image and enhance the security of the pixel sieve method. Moreover, we enhance pixel sieve method to reduce the chances for an attacker to guess the secret using keys which are nearly equal to the original key. The new method can be broadly used in a number of visual secret sharing applications which requires high quality secret images and high security such as electronic cash, secret maps etc.
